LOUISE O’SMAN

THE RISING STAR OF FRENCH SONG, RELEASES
HER DEBUT ALBUM
OFFICIAL RELEASE : 06 / 09 / 2019
SINGULAR TEXTS DELIVERED WITH CLEAR-CUT ARRANGEMENTS
Next September 6, the young singer Louise
O’sman signs her debut album under
homerecords.be, one of the greatest labels in
Wallonia, Belgium. All throughout the twelve
tracks, the artist immerses herself in a rich
and varied melodic universe, delivered with
clear-cut arrangements.
Lyricist, composer and interpreter, the singer clearly belongs to a new generation of French song who
create ties with the great French song authors.
Louise O’sman presents a preview of this first album in Avignon this summer and in Fnac showcases in Belgium, France and Luxembourg, featuring a cabaret-theater staging, starting from
September 2019.
Through her songs, she develops an esthetic and poetic universe revolving around her
relationship with the world, using word-play to
question, reinvent and revisit what seems to be so
taken for granted.

If her songs are influence by the great
authors such as Jacques Brel, Barbara, Anne Sylvestre, Jean Ferrat or Georges Brassens, Louise
opens her universe to various styles that have
touched her as a musician like jazz and world music.
With this first album whose remarkably fine arrangements are assembled by Pierre Slincks and Gwenaël Mario Grisi, Louise puts her words precisely
and genuinely in a delicate music orchestrated for
six musicians: Antoine Dawans (trumpet), Pierre
Héneaux (alto), Nicolas Dechêne (guitars), Max
Charue (percussions), Cyrille de Haes (double
bass), and last but not the least Louise O’sman
(accordion).
On stage, Louise O’sman has chosen the
cabaret-theatre ambiance intimately addressed to
the public. In solo or with a band, she graces her
album by highlighting the meaning of the lyrics
through her voice and melodies.

ABOUT THE ALBUM
For this debut album, Louise O’sman surrounded herself with two talented arrangers to
create a delicate orchestration destined for six
musicians whose number varies from one song
to another. An expressive musical composition
with touches of classical music characterized
by its sobriety, varying tempo, suspensions and
rhythmic flights. One can sometimes detect a
little bit of pop (“Que le printemps revienne”),
or rock (“Frêne”), or even jazz (“Si ce n’est toi”)
but the common thread of all the tracks are the
depth and meaning of the lyrics which tell a story,
denounce or explore, without ever locking up the
imagination.
Delicate, intimate, incisive and reverent all at once,
Louise O’sman’s repertoire is characterized by its
strength, originality and poetry.
Through this poetry, Louise questions the world
by using beauty to deliver powerful statements,
addressing insufficiencies and defects, to offer an
album that still leaves room for imagination.
Louise will present a preview of the album in Avignon. As a special guest of the Parisian theater
“La croisée des Chemins”, she will be on stage
every night from July 6 to 28, 2019 at 9:50 PM.
A shorter performance will also be held during the
“Minuits à la Maison de la Poésie”, which is part of
the program of the Festival d’Avignon.
The album release will be announced through the
Fnac showcases in Belgium (14/09, Fnac Toison
d’Or, Brussels, 3PM), France and Luxembourg. The
album is available for pre-order via www.homerecords.be.

ABOUT LOUISE O’SMAN
In 2018 Louise O’sman was formed as an
alter-solo of the original duo No Man’s Louise
(accordion, voice and cello).
At an early age, Louise heartily put on her first
straps to the first musical discoveries with her
accordion. Although her training was classical music, she became quickly initiated to world music
(Argentinian and Eastern European repertoire),
explored the local regional repertoire and became
interested in French song.
She chose to devote herself to a History course in
college, without giving up her life companion that
will accompany her in all her wanderings and explorations overseas. Then she settled in Marseille
where she finished a second Master of Research in
new European and Mediterranean horizons of Art,
and where she joined the Misère et cordes band
in 2013. She experimented with original compositions, musical arrangements and went on stage.
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In 2014, a first original project emerged under the
name of No Man’s Louise, combining both musical compositions and lyrical work. She chose to
specialize in her musical career by integrating
the regional conservatory of Marseille in Damien
Paradisi’s class in 2015 and was admitted in 2016
in a Jazz course in the conservatory of Aix-enProvence under the supervision of Jean-François
Bonnel. After the recording of “Que le printemps
revienne” in June 2015, NO Man’s Louise won the
competition of “Les Amoureux de la Scène” in
the Théâtre du Chien qui Fume in Avignon in May
2016, which allowed her to release her first single:
“Les enfants de la Plaine”.

tive year. The project caught the attention of various
concert halls in France (Théâtre du Grand Rond in
Toulouse, La Bobine in Grenoble,…) and in some
well-known competitions, such as La Chanson
Française (Médaille d’or de la Chanson à Saignelégier in April 2018).
At the beginning of fall 2018, No Man’s Louise
evolved towards her alter-solo Louise O’sman,
arranged for accordion-voice but also destined for
a larger musical ensemble. On March 25, 2019,
Louise O’sman participated in the second edition
of the competition “À nos chansons” organized by
Initiative-Chansons where she landed as one of the
finalists among 174 candidates.

She promoted the single through several concerts
in Marseille, Provence and Paris before its official
release in April 2017, which announces a produc-

NEXT GIGS
07/09/2019
Tremplin Chant’Morin, Sablonnières
24/09/2019
Bluesphere, Liège (BE)
28/09/2019
FNAC Toison d’Or, Bruxelles (BE)
5 /10/2019
Médiathèque Valeyre, Paris
12/10/2019
Première partie d’Agnès Bihl
Le Petit Duc, Aix-en-Provence
20/10/2019
La Voûte aux Oiseaux, Sabran
23/11/2019
Chantons sous les Toits, Lasgraisses
29/11/2019
Co-plateau avec Christine Audat,
La Manufacture Chanson, Paris
11/01/2020
Courant d’Art, Thizy Les Bourgs
18/01/2020 & 19/01/2020
Agend’Arts, Lyon
14/03/2020
Chantons sous les Toits, Lautrec

LOUISEOSMAN.COM

contact@louiseosman.com // +33 6.58.79.31.34

13/05/2020
Festival Les Originales, Morlaix

